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Abstract  
Recently, opinion mining has been introduced to extract useful information from a large amount of SNS (Social 

Network Service) data and evaluate the user’s true information. Opinion mining requires an efficient technique 

that collects and analyzes data from a large amount of data within a short period of time to extract information 

suitable for the purpose. To extract emotional information from various unstructured data generated from SNS, 

this paper proposes a Hadoop Distributed File System (HDFS)-based parallel and MapReduce-based sentiment 

analysis function. As a result of the experiment, it was confirmed that the proposed system and function process 

data collection and loading time faster, and stable load distribution for memory and resources. 
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I. INTRODUCTION  

In a social atmosphere in which smartphone use is increasingly active, opinion mining, which extracts 

meaningful user information using a large amount of SNS (Social Network Service) data, is emerging. In 

particular, Opinion Mining is being used to understand the intention and truth of users on the platform. In such 

opinion mining, it is essential to quickly extract meaningful information from a large amount of data generated 

on the platform and to process it. In other words, there is a need for a technology that quickly analyzes the data 
of the business to extract meaningful information, and through this, the opinions and thoughts demanded by the 

public can be grasped in real time, and can be utilized in various fields that produce products and provide 

services. . In addition, it is necessary to more efficiently manage and visualize such refined, valid and diverse 

information through big data processing and analysis technology. Therefore, in this study, the Hadoop-based 

parallel HDFS (Hadoop Distributed File System) and MapReduce-based sentiment analysis that can analyze 

user emotions from various data generated on SNS, especially unstructured data function is proposed. 

 

1.1  PREVIOUS WORKS 

Since the method of interconnection between information delivery targets is easy and the data creation 

format is relatively free, most of the data generated on SNS is unstructured data. Unlike numeric data, 

unstructured data can be defined as unstructured data because of its complex form and structure, such as 

pictures, images, and documents [1]. In order to extract meaningful information from numerous unstructured 
data generated on SNS, processing of unstructured data is required first. 

In the case of unstructured data analysis, various analysis methods [2-4] are being studied based on 

morphological analysis. However, there are factors that hinder data analysis, such as new buzzwords, 

unconfirmed words, symbolic words through symbolic characters, and pasting of words from various 

broadcasting media and young people. Accordingly, language analysis and sentiment analysis through a 

computer are becoming more difficult, and validation of these is becoming more difficult. 

Therefore, research [6-7] on text mining [5], which extracts and processes information from 

unstructured or semi-structured text data based on natural language processing technology, is in progress. They 

use dictionary-based, machine learning-based statistical and regular algorithms to extract meaningful 

information from large amounts of text data or to refine related information. Also, research on Opinion Mining, 

which judges the preference of Positive, Negative, and Neutral in a text, is being conducted [8-9]. 
Currently, various open source projects for big data processing are under the name Hadoop ECO 

system [10]. The database used for big data processing uses NoSQL (Not-Only SQL) [11] for data storage and 

retrieval using a consistency model that is less restrictive than traditional relational databases. NoSQL uses a 

contextual database as well as a conventional relational database. In other words, it provides a form of 

horizontal scalability from vertical scale up that can be seen in existing relational databases, there is no join 
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between table schema and tables, fast response time for read/write, and It provides extensibility. Currently, 

many studies on NOSQL databases are being conducted in industry and academia, representatively Google's 

BigTable [12], Amazon's Amazon DynamoDB [13], Apache HBase [14] of open source projects, Cassandra 

[10], MongoDB [ 15] is an example. In particular, MonDB used in this study is a CP-type database that satisfies 

Consistency and Partition tolerance when the database is classified according to the theory of Consistency, 

Availability, and Partition tolerance. JSON-type document data is stored in the method of ), it is possible to 

expand the system at a low cost by adding the same equipment as the existing system in parallel, rather than 
upgrading expensive CPUs and memory. Therefore, compared to traditional RDBMS, large amounts of data can 

be processed in parallel, and data clustering operations, statistics, data extraction and filtering are possible using 

MapReduce techniques, etc. 

Sentiment is “the mind or feeling that arises about a certain phenomenon or event [16]”. Emotional 

vocabulary mainly describes the meaning domain where inner or subjective emotions or psychology act rather 

than objective value evaluation. Sentiment analysis is a process of discovering and extracting subjective 

information from raw data using natural language processing, computational linguistics, and text analysis [16]. 

Studies [17-19] to analyze user emotions from big data are in progress. The work of analyzing and classifying 

the types of emotions can be divided into three stages. In the first step, sentences expressing subjective thoughts 

or feelings containing emotional information are extracted, and in the next step, the polarity (positive, negative) 

of the document or sentence is divided. The last step is intensity classification, which determines how much 
subjectivity a document or sentence has [20-21]. The polarity discrimination method using the English thesaurus 

and English-Korean dictionary and the method using the semi-automatic/manual semantic dictionary are used 

for the emotional analysis processing of Korean. Among them, the semi-automatic/manual semantic dictionary 

construction method is the best method in terms of accuracy and usability, but there are still problems in terms 

of cost and objectivity of semantic classification [22]. Therefore, in this study, a Hadoop system-based parallel 

Hadoop Distributed File system (HDFS) that can extract user's emotional information from various unstructured 

SNS data is proposed, and the user's emotional We propose a sentiment analysis function based on MapReduce 

[23] that can extract information. 

 

II. EXTRACTION OF ATYPICAL EMOTIONAL INFORMATION    

2.1 PARALLEL HDFS CONFIGURATION 

Figure 1 shows the configuration of a parallel system for stably collecting unstructured data from a large amount 
of SNS data and extracting text-type data . The text-type data extracted from the system is used as an input to 

the MapReduce-based emotion analysis function, which is the next step for extracting emotion information. 

 

 
Figure 1: Parallel HDFS  

 

 

HDFS is a file processing system with a distributed processing structure. As shown in Figure 1, the 

proposed HDFS is connected in parallel with 4 Linux-based servers, and each chunk of nodes to store data is 

composed of and the name server using is duplicated for failure recovery. The functions of the configured server 

are shown in Table 1. 
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Server Components  Role 

PrimaryServer (Master Node) Namenode, DataNode 

MapReduce, Crawler 

Main server for parallel distribution process 

Name node (controlling other servers) Data 

node, Data loading 

SecondaryServer (Slave Node 1) Secondary NameNode 

DataNode 

Backup server of main server Data node, Data 

loading 

DataServer1 (Slave Node 2) DataNode Data node, Data loading 

DataServer2 (Slave Node 3) DataNode Data node, Data loading 

Table 1: HDFS configuration 

 

2.2 MAPREDUCE BASED SENTIMENT ANALYSIS 
MapReduce is a software framework developed by Google for the purpose of supporting distributed 

computing and enables parallel programming using the concepts of map and reduce functions. This study 

proposes four types of MapReduce-based sentiment analysis functions as shown in [Table 2]. That is, it is a 

function of positive/negative context analysis, morpheme analysis, token analysis, and non-word analysis 

functions. 

 

Emotion function Role Referenced dictionary 

positive/negative context analysis function context analysis using sentence pattern 

matching 

positive/negative context 

dictionary 

morphological analysis elimination of needless elements, calculation 

of the result count 

positive/negative word 

dictionary 

creation of tokens calculation of the result 

count 

    

prohibited words analysis function calculation of the prohibited word score prohibited word dictionary 

Table 2: Sentiment Analysis Functions Proposed 

 

First, it is a positive/negative context analysis function. This function first checks the context in units of 

sentences to increase accuracy, performs pattern (regular expression) matching using positive and negative 

context dictionaries, and counts the original data (tweet text) as positive and negative, If the positive and 
negative counts are the same, it is treated as positive, and if it is impossible to judge, it is transferred to 

morphological analysis. Algorithm for context analysis is shown in [Figure 2]. Second, it is a morphological 

analysis function. In this function, Hannanum's Hangul morpheme analyzer is used to remove unnecessary 

elements for analysis, such as links and special symbols, and then compares positive word and negative word 

dictionaries to calculate each counter. Also, if the positive or negative counter values are the same, it is treated 

as positive, and if it is in an undetermined state, it is transferred to token analysis. 

Third, it is a Totten analysis function. This function separates the token of the source (tweet text) with a 

space, analyzes the morpheme using the Hangul morpheme analyzer, and includes the result of positive word 

and negative word 

Each counter is calculated by comparing clause dictionaries, and if the positive or negative counter 

values are the same, it is treated as positive. 
Fourth, it is a non-law analysis function. In this function, as the final analysis stage, if analysis is not 

performed in the upper process, the non-law score is calculated based on the non-law dictionary. Algorithms for 

morpheme analysis, token analysis, and non-word analysis are Figure 2, Figure 3 and Figure 4. 
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Figure 2: Context analysis function 

 

 
Figure 3: Morphological analysis function 
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Figure 4: Token analysis function 

 

The MapReduce function uses all five types of dictionaries as shown in Table 3 depending on the purpose. That 

is, it is a dictionary of positive words, negative words, positive context, negative contexts, and abuses. 

 

 
Table 3: Role of sentiment analysis dictionary 
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III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

Table 4 shows the environment for performance analysis of the proposed system. The experimental environment 

consisted of 4 servers as a Hadoop-based parallel system, and CentOS was used as the operating system. 

 

Components Roles 

OS, RE Use of Hadoop for distributed storage, Supporting Java environment for processing some business 

logic 

Crawler. HDFS Layer Crawler: Gathering the source data from various SNSs HDFS: Distribution File system. 

MapReduce Layer Sentence Analysis. Text Mining. Emotion Analysis 

MongoDB Storing analyzed results by MapReduce in MongoDB 

WAS. Web Server Supporting Web applications using analyzed results 

 Table 4: Experimental environment 

 

To analyze the performance of the proposed system, the following experiments were conducted. The 
experiment was conducted on 5 sets of actual Twitter data collected through a crawler.  

First, it is a system performance experiment on crawling (data collection) and HDFS loading. Figure 6 

compares crawling time and loading time for each data set. As shown in Figure 6, for the 1,000 data set, the 

crawling time was 9 seconds and the loading time was 1 second, and for the 100,000 data set, the crawling time 

was 753 seconds and the loading time was 7 seconds. As the number of data increases, both the crawling time 

and the HDFS loading time increase, but it was found that the crawling time is absolutely longer than the HDFS 

time. Therefore, it can be seen that the data loading load according to the amount of data in the proposed HDFS 

is insignificant. Also , it can be seen that crawling and HDFS loading are processed faster than time complexity 

in the proposed system . 

 

 
Figure 6: Crawl time and HDFS loading time 

 

Figure 7 shows the memory load for each node when crawling by data set and loading HDFS. As 

shown in Figure 7, the nodes from the slave node to the slave node 3 (SN3) used the minimum to the maximum 
, and the master node (M) used the minimum to the maximum . The master node using the data distribution 

policy showed stable memory usage regardless of the size of the data set, and the slave node 1 used as the 

secondary server also showed relatively stable memory usage. However, the data-only servers, slave nodes 2 

and 3, increased their memory usage as the size of the data set increased. In addition, according to the master 

node's data distribution loading policy, it can be seen that the load is distributed in a balanced way, rather than 

only on a specific node, so that the memory is used efficiently. 
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Figure 7: Memory load by node during crawling and loading 

 

CPU load for each node during crawling and loading by data set . As shown in [Figure 8], in the case of 

the slave node and the slave node , the minimum to maximum usage was shown. In the case of the master node, 

the minimum to maximum usage is shown. As with memory usage, it was found that the load was not 

concentrated on a specific node, but balancing between slave nodes was achieved during the automatic parallel 

processing of HDFS. It was also found that the master node provides a stable environment for data collection 
and loading . 

 

  
Figure 8: Load for each node during crawling and loading 
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Figure 9: Load by node in MapReduce and sentiment analysis 

 

 
Figure 10: Memory load by node during MapReduce and sentiment analysis 

 

Second, it is a system performance experiment on MapReduce and sentiment analysis. With the data 

set used in the first experiment, the degree of system load during MapReduce and sentiment analysis was tested. 

Figure 9 and Figure 10 compare the load and memory load of each node during MapReduce and sentiment 

analysis, respectively. As shown in the figures, in the case of the master node (M), the usage of the master node 

(M) is low because it is in charge of the management of the lower slave nodes rather than the actual analysis 

processing, whereas the slave nodes use most of the resources. It was shown that each slave node processes data 
in parallel with each other until the data set with the number of data sets of 10,000, but after the data set with the 

number of data sets of 50,000, as the amount of distributed data increases, all slave nodes show that the CPU is 

maximally used. Therefore, it can be seen that the proposed system achieves stable mutual parallel processing 

up to a certain level. 

Similarly in Figure 10, it can be seen that the memory usage is low in the case of the master node, but 

the memory is distributed and used in the case of the slave node by mutual parallel processing. Therefore, in 
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terms of memory usage, it can be seen that appropriate mutual parallel processing is being performed between 

slave nodes. 

Therefore, when data were collected and processed using the proposed system and algorithm, the 

appropriate processing time was shown according to the number of data cases. It has been shown to provide an 

analysis environment. 

 

IV. CONCLUSION 
In this study, we proposed a MapReduce function with and which can analyze the user's emotions from 

a large amount of unstructured data generated from . The proposed system consists of four main servers 

operating in parallel based on the Hadoop system, and it consists of a MapReduce function with four main 

functions. Several experiments were conducted to analyze the performance of the proposed system. In other 

words, it was a system performance experiment related to crawling (data collection) and loading according to 

the amount of data, and a system performance experiment related to MapReduce and sentiment analysis. 

Through the experiment, the proposed method consumes less loading time according to the change in the 

amount of data , and shows stable performance as the system load is processed in parallel on each node without 

being concentrated on any one node. In addition, when data is processed using the proposed system and 

MapReduce sentiment analysis function in the performance experiment according to MapReduce and sentiment 

analysis, the load is not concentrated on a single node and is processed in parallel to provide a stable parallel 
analysis environment. 
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